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fide bonds, short N-terminal regions, and long C-ter-
All 12 of the human CXC chemokine genes were phys- mini. Within each subfamily the proteins share about

ically mapped using gene-specific PCR primers and 25–80% amino acid similarity with one another (2).
the GenBridge 4 radiation hybrid panel. Nine genes, Both groups of chemokines have been implicated in
PF4, PF4V1, GRO1, GCP2, PPBP, IL8, GRO2, GRO3, various disease conditions. For example, increased lev-
and SCYB5, were assigned within a 1.8-cR interval of els of IL8 have been shown in several inflammatory
one another on 4q. Two additional genes, MIG and skin diseases (13), while the GRO genes are known to
INP10, map within 0.5 cR of each another and 6 cR be differentially expressed in rheumatoid arthritis (6).
distal to the above-mentioned group. The final gene, Recently RANTES, MIP-1a, and MIP-1b were demon-
SDF1, is localized on 10q. Phylogenetic analyses of strated to exhibit antiviral effects by interfering with
amino acid sequences revealed that SDF1 is the most HIV infection (3).divergent member and that the physically separated Currently 13 human CXC proteins are known. TwoMIG–INP10 pair constitutes a distinct evolutionary

of these, the SDF1 a and b sequences, differ from eachlineage. q 1998 Academic Press
other due only to alternative splicing, the b gene utiliz-
ing an extra exon, which contains four additional amino
acids, that is not included in the a protein (14). As aChemokines are small basic heparin-binding pro- result, DNA sequence information exists for 12 distinctteins that activate and stimulate the infiltration of cir-
genes, all of which were analyzed in the present report.culating lymphocytes into tissue from peripheral blood
Earlier studies have revealed that all of these genes,and serve as mediators of inflammation. They are as-
except for GCP2, have been assigned to a specific chro-signed to two subfamilies depending upon whether the
mosome. To our knowledge, this is the first chromo-first two cysteines are (the CXC or a subfamily) or are
somal assignment for GCP2. Among the previously lo-not (the CC or b subfamily) separated by an interven-
calized genes, all are positioned at 4q13–q21 (summa-ing amino acid. The CXC subfamily localizes to the long
rized in 2), except for SDF1, which is located at 10q11.2arm of chromosome 4, whereas the CC group maps to
(14). The goal of the present study is to refine the physi-chromosome 17. The CXC members primarily mediate
cal mapping data for the human CXC chemokine sub-the migration of neutrophils, while the CC group is
family.chemotactic for a broader array of cell types, including

Chromosomal mapping was carried out by usinglymphocytes, eosinophils, basophils, and monocytes.
PCR-based assays with the GenBridge 4 (GB4) radia-The cDNAs for these secreted proteins encode a peptide
tion hybrid panel, which was obtained from Research100–125 amino acids in length, which includes a signal
Genetics (5). PCR primers were made for all 12 genespeptide sequence of about 20–25 amino acids, in a sin-
using sequences derived from GenBank (Table 1).gle open reading frame. The mature proteins contain
These PCR products represent novel STSs for each of4 cysteine residues that mediate two intrastrand disul-
these genes. The nucleotide sequences of each PCR
product were determined to ensure that the appro-
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priate gene region was being amplified. Polymeraseviews or policies of the Department of Health and Human Services,
chain reactions were carried out as follows. Twenty-nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or organiza-

tions imply endorsement by the U.S. Government. The U.S. Govern- five nanograms of hybrid or control DNA was amplified
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TABLE 1

Localization of the CXC Chemokine Genes Using the GenBridge 4 Radiation Hybrid Panel

Gene Accession Map PCR product
symbol No(s). position Primer sequences size (bp)

GCP2 U83303 485.62 GGA AAG CCT ACG CTT CTC CC 239
TCC ATA CGA AAT CCA CAG CC

PF4V1 M26167 485.62 GAG GTA TGC ATC TTT GTA C 243
GTG CGC AGG GAA AGT CGG GC

PF4 M25897 486.38 CCT GAA GGT CTA TCT GAG AC 221
TGG GGA TGC CTG GTG TAA AC

GRO1 J03561 486.60 ATA TTT CTG AGG AGC CTG CAA C 300
X54489 CCC TTT GTT CTA AGC CAG AAA C

PPBP M54995 487.04 GTT CTG TTT CTG CCA AAC TTC 216
AGA GGG TTG AAA CCA GGC TTA T

IL8 Y00787 487.04 ATG CCA CTG AAA CTT CAA GC 292
M28130 GTT CGG ATA TTC TCT TGG CC

GRO2 M36820 487.15 CTT CGT GAT GAC ATA TCA CAT GTC 294
M53799 CTC TGC TCT AAC ACA GAG GGA AAC

GRO3 M36821 487.26 TTA TCA GCG TAT CAT TGA CAC 279
GTT TAA TGA CAC ATT TAA AAC

SCYB5 X78686 487.37 GAG CAC GCA TGG AAA AGT TTC 322
GAC ACT TTG TAA GAT TAA CAG C

MIG X72755 493.44 GGC CTC ACA CAC AAT GTG TC 313
AAT GGG AGA AGA AAG CAC TTC

INP10 X02530 493.76 CTA AAA GGT GAC CAA TGA TGG TC 302
GGT ACT AAG GAA TCT TTC TGC

SDF1 L36033 316.61 CAG GAC ATT TCT CTA AGA GAA C 290
TTC CTA CTT CCT ACA TGT TAC

Note. Positions given are in centirays from the top of chromosome 4 (all genes except SDF1) or chromosome 10 (SDF1) radiation hybrid
maps (5).

PCR cycling conditions used for all primer pairs were somal fragments. Unfortunately, it is difficult to calcu-
late physical distances or confidence intervals accu-as follows: an initial 947C denaturation step for 10 min

followed by 35 cycles of 947C denaturation for 30 s, rately from radiation hybrid mapping data (8). As a
result, it is not possible to definitively determine gene577C annealing for 1 min, and 727C extension for 1 min,

followed by a 727C heating for 5 min. PCR products order among closely spaced markers. However, this en-
tire group of 11 genes covers the interval from aboutwere run out in 1.2% agarose gels and stained with

ethidium bromide. 485 to 494 cR, and given the general relationship of
2.9 cR/Mb along chromosome 4 (7), these genes spanAfter typing of the panel of radiation hybrids for each

primer pair, the resulting vectors were sent by elec- a region that is approximately 2.75 Mb in size. The
tentative order for the markers/genes under discussiontronic mail to the MIT/Whitehead Institute Genome

Center for analysis. Results of the mapping are pre- is centromere–WI-4767–(GCP2, PF4V1, PF4, GRO1,
PPBP, WI-5565, IL8, GRO2, GRO3, SCYB5)–(INP10–sented in Table 1. The SDF1 genes localize to a position

5.66 cR from marker AFMB032YH1 on the long arm MIG)–telomere.
Several of these genes have been previously mappedof chromosome 10. This corresponds to a map location

316.61 cR from the top of the chromosome 10 radiation using various procedures. Pulsed-field gel electrophore-
sis colocalized PPBP, PF4, GRO1, and IL8, but nothybrid map (5). The remaining 11 genes all reside on

the long arm of chromosome 4 and may be assigned to INP10, to a 700-kb SfiI fragment, and further, PPBP,
PF4, and GRO1 were assigned to a 400-kb SacII band.two primary groups based upon their location. Nine

(GCP2, PF4V1, PF4, GRO1, PPBP, IL8, GRO2, GRO3, Analyses of genomic clones suggested that PPBP is lo-
cated only 7 kb upstream of PF4. Gene-specific probesand SCYB5) of the 11 were assigned to an interval 1.8

cR in length, in a region 8 to 10 cR distal to the refer- for GRO2, GRO3, SCYB5, or MIG were not examined
(15). Another report determined that MIG and INP10ence marker WI-4767. This corresponds to the approxi-

mate interval between 485 and 487 cR from the top of were located only 16 kb apart (9). GRO2 (Accession
No. X53799), also known as MIP-2a, was assigned tothe chromosome 4 radiation hybrid map. The 2 re-

maining genes, MIG and INP10, are each located about position 484.62 cR on the GB4 panel and further placed
on the singly linked YAC contig WC4.2 as the STS6.5 cR farther distally from the former group and from

the reference marker WI-5565 (Table 1). reference marker WI-9034 (5). A GB4 vector for PF4
named RH17684, submitted by Généthon, localizes thisThe statistical analysis of radiation hybrids esti-

mates the probabilities of retaining certain chromo- gene at position 484.58 cR (7.58 cR from WI-4767). A
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FIG. 1. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the human CXC chemokines based upon 66–70 amino acids from the mature protein
region constructed using Dayhoff Pam distances and the NEIGHBOR algorithm from the computer package PHYLIP (4). Values at nodes
represent bootstrap support following 1000 replications. A more extensive discussion of the phylogenetic analysis is available (W. S. Modi
and Yoshimura, unpublished).

GB4 vector prepared by the Sanger Centre, called are positioned distally to this cluster. An evolutionary
tree diagram based upon the amino acid sequencesRH12888, assigns the IL8 gene at 483.83 cR (6.83 cR

from WI-4767). An STS for the PF4V1 gene, called WI- for these proteins is presented in Fig. 1. With this
information, we may address the question of whether7208 or D12S2028, has incorrectly been assigned to

chromosome 12 (5). An EST for the SDF1 gene, the proteins that share the greatest amino acid simi-
larity are located closer together along the chromo-EST1552, localizes to position 316.28 cR on chromo-

some 10, and an STS WI-9393 has been assigned to some. The phylogenetic tree reveals that SDF1 and
IL8 are the most divergent sequences in the group,the singly linked YAC contig WC10.2 (5). The positions

determined from the present study differ from some of that the three GRO proteins share a high degree of
amino acid similarity, and that the remaining six se-those in the literature by as much as 3 cR for the same

gene. Two explanations may account for these discrep- quences fall into three groups, one containing PPBP,
PF4, and PF4V1, another containing SCYB5 andancies: (1) The Whitehead Institute database is contin-

ually updated by the addition of new markers. Since GCP2, and the final one comprising MIG and INP10.
The most divergent protein of all, SDF1, is located onmarker density affects the probability of assigning an

unmapped locus, an identical locus mapped at two dif- a different chromosome. The second most divergent
sequence, IL8, is physically positioned closely to 8ferent points in time may result in slightly different

positions and (2) variation in the polymerase chain re- other family members and does not support the idea
that the more divergent sequences would be more dis-actions may lead to faint bands that are arbitrarily

scored as present or absent by different investigators tantly localized than more closely related sequences.
However, two of the proteins that form a distinct lin-or under different experimental conditions.

This is the first study in which all known human eage on the tree, MIG and INP10, are physically sepa-
rated from the other 9 genes. Therefore, with the ex-CXC chemokine genes have been physically mapped

using a common procedure. Nine of the genes, of which ception of IL8, the more similar sequences appear to
be closer together.the order relative to one another cannot be determined

with any confidence, are located within about a 1.8- Given the similarities in intron/exon structure,
amino acid sequence, and immunological function, itcR interval. The 2 remaining genes, INP10 and MIG,
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